Embracing Transformation to
Thrive in Personal Auto Insurance
Leading personal auto insurers are widening the gap with their competitors by elevating
customer interactions and leveraging the power of data and analytics to ensure profitable
growth. Connected experiences meet consumer expectations, while predictive analytics
foster innovation and help guard rating integrity. Strategic transformation drives more
business and creates operational efficiencies at the same time.
Insurers that don’t cultivate these core capabilities risk losing ground.

Three trends make personal auto more demanding than ever
Pressure is on from consumers...

...and industry frontrunners

Demographic Shifts

Digital Expectations

Competitive Forces

Evolving insurance buyers

Shifting shopping habits

Hard to win in a soft market6

Only 1 in 5
insurers

Millennials are now the
largest generation1...

83.1 million

gained market share since
2013, stealing 6 points from
the rest of the industry7

With emerging insurance
needs, they are the...

Over 75% of
policyholders
fastest carbuying segment

prefer to apply online4

$6.5 billion

40% of market in 2020 2

in ad spend 9

and...

25.8 million
36% of
homebuyers

3

U.S. consumers said they
shopped online for insurance
over the past 12 months 5

$10.3 billion
in InsurTech investments10

Connection builds relationships; disconnection tears them down

56%

of policyholders feel
“disconnected”11

58%

of those customers
consider switching12

It’s critical to
transform now
to compete
in today’s
marketplace.

50%

more insurers are
pursuing transformation
initiatives13

ARE YOU?
Adapt or fall behind.

Be ready for younger generations and higher digital expectations

Meet each generation of
customers on their terms

Price it right today—you may
not get a second chance

Transform now or cede
business to digital insurers

Reach millennials
to grow

Confront
premium leakage

Unlock one-rate
acquisition

as you take on emerging issues via
innovative products, coverages, and insights

of $29 billion a year with timelier risk
data and prioritized pursuit at renewal14

or live with 50-85% lower online
conversion rates16

Identify leads

Fight adverse selection

and deepen engagement via a connected-car
data exchange and driver feedback

as insurers use analytics-driven
micro-segmentation

Flag potential fraud
and address rating integrity issues
at point of quote17

Feed speed

Verify mileage

Drive verified quotes

and embrace customer-centricity through
analytics and new sources of data

with innovations and predictive models to
master a critical, hard-to-track rating factor15

to bind with 3 questions in 2 minutes
to avoid sales funnel drop-off

Customer experience
Engage consumers
and earn their loyalty

Growth

ARE YOU READY

FOR
FOR
THE
THE

Build market share
on a profitable basis

JOURNEY?

Foundation

Efficiency

Stay compliant and
prepare for emerging risks

Streamline your business
model to boost ROI

Underwriting & pricing
Select and price risks more
accurately

Claims

Premium leakage

Fast-track valid claims
and fight fraud

Boost application integrity;
prioritize pursuit of lost premium

Verisk helps insurers improve competitiveness,
boost profitability, and elevate the customer experience.
To solve your challenges and reach the next level, contact your Verisk account representative.
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